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Description of Project Carried Out
Two assembling X-ray focusing lens were designed and manufactured in the first period in
accordance with Agency technical contract No. 7772/RB/TC and exchange of letters with
the Agency after signing the contract. The lenses were made in May of this year and their
characteristics were tested systematically in the experiment in June-July. The measured
results have shown the specifications of the assembling lens are satisfied the request of
Laboratory for XRF analysis. At the same time we developed the more advanced
monolithic lens technique and got a great progress in it. On these grounds we suggested
supply a monolithic lens instead of assembling one, because it is much more convenient
and flexible to use.
We switched to make monolithic x-ray focusing lens in the second period of carrying out
the contract since end of June. A great number of work was done in the period. Every
manufactured monolithic lens was tested in the experiment and after then the procedure of
drawing monolithic lens was improved. At the same time a series of theoretical
calculations was made and the calculations were useful in determine of some geometric
parameters of monolithic lens, mainly the shape and construction of the lens. A few of
monolithic x-ray focusing lenses having nice characteristics was at last manufactured in
Oct. and Nov.. Some independent methods to characterize the performance of the lens
have been developed also during carrying out the contract.

Results obtained
The main parameters of the manufactured assembling and monolithic x-ray focusing lenses
are follows:
A. Characteristics of assembling x-ray focusing lens
length of the lens: 284mm
focus distance: fl=f2=65mm
diameter of focus spot: 400um
bandwidth of transmission: 5-25KeV
gain of the lens: 80 •
B. Characteristics of monolithic x-ray focusing lens
length of the lens: 56mm
focus distance: fl-66mm, £2=50mm
diameter of focus spot: 200um
bandwidth of transmission: 5-25KeV
gain of the lens: 650



The details could be found in reference 3 and 4.

Conclusions drawn
1. A great success has been achieved in making monolithic lens. The focused x-ray beam
spot of 200um diameter has been obtained and the gain of the lens, defined as the ration of
x-ray power densities in focus spot with and without the lens, has approached to 650. It is
obvious that the performances of the manufactured monolithic lens have been better than
assembling lens'.
2. The manufactured monolithic x-ray focusing lens has been applied to XRF analysis and
provided better space resolution and improved detection limit, compared with assembling
lens.
3. The monolithic lens has shown its feasibility in a variety of applications, in particularly
in the field of XRF analysis, because it is compact, flexible and reliable mechanically. The
manufactured monolithic x-ray focusing lens may be used for constructing a XRMF
spectrometry when imaging over larger areas is needed.
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Summary

Title: Design and construction of focusing lens to be applied to the XRF analysis

Research Institute: Institute of Low Energy Nuclear Physics, Beijing Normal University,

China

Chief Scientific Investigator: Prof Yiming Yan

Period of Contract: From 1993-12 to 1995-11

Scientific Background and Scope of Project: Systematic studies of the focusing x-ray

lenses using capillaries and their applications to the microregion XRF analysis. Design and

construction of focusing lens to be applied to the XRF analysis



Experimental Method: The x-ray focusing lens is drawing as a unit from a furnace. The

measurements are based on nuclear techniques.

Conclusions: The gain of the manufactured lens has approached to 650 and the focused x-

ray beam spot of 200um diameter has been obtained. The monolithic lens shows better

space resolution and improved'detection limit, compared with assembling lens, when it is

used for XRF analysis. The specifications of the monoUthic lens are satisfied the request of

the contract No. 7772/RB/TC.
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